Abstract. -The magnetic properties and structures of RCu 4 Al g and RZn 12 compounds are deduced from magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction experiments. To explain the observed structures in the Heisenberg exchange model, long range interactions (> 10 A) must be considered.
Introduction. -In RZn
and RCu 4 Al 8 intermetallics, the magnetic rare earths are diluted in a non magnetic matrix (Zn, Cu or Al). Distances between rare earths are large and such compounds are especially suitable for a study of long distance magnetic interactions.
2. Experiments and results. -In the two series, we have prepared alloys with the heavy rare earths. They crystallize in the I4/mmm body-centered tetragonal structure, R atoms being in special positions, (000) and (i- §- §). Magnetic susceptibilities were measured from 1.4 K to 300 K; magnetization measurements were performed up to 150 kOe at the S.N.C.I., Grenoble; neutron diffraction studies (1 N = 1.14 A) at the C.E.N.-Grenoble allowed us to determine the magnetic structures.
The thermal variation of the initial susceptibility exhibits a maximum which is characteristic of an antiferromagnetic behaviour at a Neel temperature respectively below 33 K for RCu 4 Al 8 and 15.5 K for RZn 12 . At high temperatures the reciprocal susceptibility obeys a Curie-Weiss law. The paramagnetic moment is in good agreement with the theoretical value of the corresponding ion. The paramagnetic temperatures are negative giving evidence for predominant negative interactions. Deviations from the Curie-Weiss law can be observed at temperatures between T N and 2 T" N . At low temperature, metamagnetic transitions are observed on the magnetization curves except for GdZn 12 and GdCu 4 Al 8 where the field dependence of the magnetization is linear (figure 1). leading to saturation fields of respectively 400 kCe and 300 kOe. For all compounds the value of magnetization under 150 kOe is much smaller than the maximum value g 3 J/x v of the corresponding free ion. On the neutron diffraction patterns, no ferromagnetic contribution appears on the nuclear lines below the ordering temperatures. In RCu 4 Al 8 when R = Dy, Ho, Er, extra magnetic lines appear with the condition h + k + I = 2n + 1, the propagation vector of the magnetic structure is Q = 1001 |. The magnetic arrangement is simply antiferromagnetic, the moments at the corners and those at the center of the cell are antiparallel. For these three compounds, the magnetic moments are along the c-axis.
The magnetic pattern of TbCu 4 Al 8 is indexed with the use of a propagation vector Q = | 000.84 |, the moments being in the basal plane. The structure can be described by a stacking of ferromagnetic planes ; since the crystallographic c-axis is parallel to the propagation vector of the magnetic structure, it is not possible to distinguish a modulated structure from and helimagnetic one.
In RZn,, compounds the patterns at low temperature can be indexed with the use of one or two propagation vectors such as (4:23 [I] . The structures are formed by a stacking of antiferromagnetic planes. The amplitude of the moments on each of these planes is modulated along c as cos (2 nz, 2 ) . The large value of the mean magnetic moment calculated for TbZn,, (( o ) = 8.5 pB) would lead to a maximum magnetlc moment o = $ ( o ) = 12 pB larger than the maximum value of the free ion : an antiphase modulation is then deduced along the c-axis [2].
3. Discussion. -A modulated or an antiphase structure results from the crystal field acting on a compound where the magnetic interactions would favour an helimagnetic arrangement.
Smart [3] has calculated all the possible magnetic structures in a body-centered quadratic cell, taking into account interactions associated with the three shortest interatomic distances. Accordingly, in RCu,Al,, the magnetic structures are stabilized by negative interactions J, coupling magnetic moments of atoms at the corner of the cell to those at the center. The helimagnetic structure observed on TbCu,Al, must then result from competition between J, and negative interactions along c coupling corner atoms 1 , (figure 2).
In RZn,, compounds, the magnetic structure cannot be explained in this 3-interactions model. Introducing the interactions J; between atoms second neighbours along c, the exchange energy can be written : E(Q) = 8 J, COS n~, cos n~, COS nz, + + 2 J,(cos 2 IIrX + cos 2 IIzJ z,, z,, 2, being the components of the propagation vector: by minimizing this energy with respect to Q, In conclusion, in intermetallics, the exchange interactions occur via conduction electrons. According to the RKKY model such interactions are oscillatoring and rapidly decreasing,with distance. In rare earth rich compounds, interatomic distances being short, interactions between first neighbour atoms are then predominant. For large distances, the RudermanKittel function is less dependent on distance, and interactions between atoms at different distances may have similar magnitude.
In our compounds, the complex magnetic structures result from competition between interactions associated with interatomic distances varying from 5 a to 10 a. In such structures, numerous interactions are not satisfied and other configurations of close energy may exist. The field induced transitions can then result from the change of an antiferromagnetic structure to another one.
